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Abstract

Politicians involved in finding rational sense for an EGTC establishment must carefully 

assess which arguments in favour or against such establishment apply to their situation of 

cross-border cooperation. This paper elaborates that from a rational perspective the evident 

arguments of the EGTC instrument include its legal and institutional aspects, however, 

there is also growing reason to argue the EGTC as a potential political instrument in terms 

of organising cross-border cooperation in the future EU system. The paper provides a 

decision model which can serve as a common guideline in deciding on the use or non-use 

of the EGTC instrument.
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Introduction

The European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC), the new Community legal 

instrument designed for cooperation purposes between territories from different member 

states, is gaining momentum and is giving the evolution of cross-border cooperation in the 

European Union (EU) new dynamics. The instrument has stimulated debate and is 

conceived as an innovation in terms of cross-border cooperation and EU integration. Since 

its introduction in 2006 a significant number of EGTCs is already in place and more are 

currently in preparation.

The EGTC has become a key topic in nowadays debate on regional policies and EU 

integration in general and the relevance to study the subject lies not only in the fact that 

cross-border cooperation is actually taking place, but also because it contributes to a better 

understanding of the EU and how regional structures are an answer to the European 

integration process. European integration does not leave local and regional actors unmoved 

and the EGTC seems to offer perspectives on a newly way of regional building. Seeing the 

EGTC as a new instrument to legally organise cross-border cooperation and given the 

rising number of EGTC groupings in Europe, there must be reasons why local and regional 

authorities do desire to exploit the instrument whereas in contrary, others do not. The 

EGTC appears to offer some distinct advantages over other instrument and in specific its 

legal benefits are commonly cited. However, there are aspects on institution building 

involved as well and also arguments on the future relevance of the EGTC in terms of its 

potential role in the EU system must be taken into account. 

This paper will address the various common and most relevant arguments that are 

involved in the consideration of an EGTC establishment. It will argue that there is a clear 

rational choice involved in the final decision on an EGTC setup and as such the outcome of 

the rational analysis motivates the use or non-use of the instrument to politicians. In doing 

so, the central question of the paper will be to inquire to what extent the EGTC should be 

considered a rational choice for organising cross-border cooperation?

Starting, the first chapter of the paper will take a closer look at the EGTC 

instrument and explain its historical background, its legal implications and the current state 

of play of running EGTCs in Europe. The EGTC cannot be seen apart from the 

development of cross-border cooperation in the EU and must be understood to be highly 

entangled with the process as such. The second chapter will discuss the future potential of 
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the instrument and argue that the EGTC contains political aspects that make the instrument 

not only a consideration in legal sense. The EGTC could become a prominent player in the 

future EU system and therefore to some is not considered as a sheer legal but as a political 

instrument as well. Following, the third chapter will look for the institutional aspects of the 

EGTC and in doing so, theories of institutionalism will answer why and when the EGTC is 

a rational choice from an institutional perspective. Several case-studies will complement 

the analysis in that there is a clear rational choice by politicians in many cases leading to 

the non-use of the EGTC instrument, as also the more detailed casus on the Parkstad-

Aachen-DG region will exemplify. Finally, on the basis of the different arguments that 

play in discussing an EGTC there can be formed a simple decision model that could well 

serve as a general guideline to those considering an EGTC setup. It states that the rational 

analysis is in flux due to changing arguments mainly in terms of the political relevance of 

the EGTC instrument and proves that the decision model could turn out to give different 

results when applied at later stages in time.1

In order to explain the facts around the concept of the EGTC the paper primarily 

relies on EU official documents and in addition uses surveys and academic literature to 

analyse and discuss the EGTC in a constructive and academically responsible manner. One 

must admit that the EGTC already is given much attention in respective circles of both 

regional and EU level which has therefore resulted in a list of official EU documents, 

think-tank surveys, case studies, and like reports. However, one can neither neglect that 

apart from those documents there does not seem to be much academic research on the 

EGTC so far, or in other cases documents are not accessible to larger audiences, such as 

non-translated regional case studies. Therefore to those interested this paper might be seen 

as an extra and objective insight in the subject and as a building stone in better 

understanding the instrument, specifically in terms of what moves local and regional 

authorities to exploit the EGTC and the rationale behind that decision (or in contrary the 

rationale for non-uses).

The author is employed as policy officer at the Parkstad Limburg city region and 

being directly involved in the cross-border cooperation process and the EGTC discussion

at hand was able to rely on personal experience with the general subject matter and with 

                                               
1 Although in general the EGTC is also referred to as an instrument for territorial cooperation or  
transnational cooperation, in this paper for matters of readability the wording of cross-border cooperation is 
(primarily) used.
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the EGTC discussion of the Parkstad-Aachen-DG border region in specific. Therefore the 

related chapter on the Parkstad-Aachen-DG region gives a first-hand and detailed example 

of how the EGTC is perceived on the ground and on what might play in the mind of 

politicians when discussing a possible EGTC setup. Here individual interviews with the 

local politicians have been organised to collect the valuable insights and relevant internal 

documents that were accessible to the author complement the case study analysis. For 

completeness though it must be pointed out that despite detailed insights, the limits of 

personal experience with the subject must be respected in any academic analysis. 

Therefore extra effort has been put in avoiding needless complexity to the reader by adding 

too many details, as well as in trying to avoid any biased and subjective reflections that 

could interfere with the theoretical analysis.

Finally, it is not the purpose of this paper to question the validity of EGTC setups 

nor to criticise the rationale behind the different EGTC uses or non-uses. To do so would 

mean a more thorough and detailed survey into the different cases of EGTC groupings. 

Rather it is the intention of this paper to have an interdisciplinary look for a reasonable and 

valid approach when analysing the values of an EGTC from case to case and to strive for 

some common logic behind the EGTC.

1. The European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation

Before going into the central discussion of the paper this first chapter will give a general 

overview of the EGTC, including its correlation with the development of cross-border 

cooperation in Europe, an analysis of its legal framework and a descriptive overview of 

functioning and upcoming EGTCs. Starting, the rationale behind the introduction of the 

EGTC instrument lies in the evolution of cross-border cooperation in the EU and it 

therefore is wise to look at some historical background first and see why the EGTC is an 

understandable result thereof. The EGTC clearly did not come as a surprise since its

introduction results from the growing demand to better facilitate cross-border activities 

between local and regional authorities from different member states.
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1.1. The background: development of cross-border cooperation in the European 

Union

Parallel to traditional interstate relations, local and regional authorities for their own

purposes build cross-border relations with foreign partners and especially border regions

often lay emphasis on cross-border cooperation. In doing so, there are many motives for 

them to take up cross-border activities and in nowadays Europe the range of motives 

generally does not much differ from earlier stages. Economic prospect and solving a 

mutual problem might perhaps be the most common examples but the background and the 

agenda of cooperation varies considerably from case to case and can include political, 

social, cultural and historical reasons.2 Also the nature, level and form of cooperation are

manifold. Partnerships can cover fields such as regional marketing, spatial planning, 

cultural exchange, environmental issues, transport, tourism or public services and the 

agenda can be monothematic and limited to a single project, or have been set up as a long 

term strategy for broader purposes. In line with the objectives the cooperation covers a 

large geographical scope and involves a high number of partners, or it can be a small 

twinning between two cities. There can be weak institutionalisation or strong and the 

cooperation can be structured in a separate and central organisation including an own 

budget and organs, or can be organised by means of the daily overhead of the partners 

involved.3

Europe offers a diverse and exciting landscape of cross-border relations. Not 

surprisingly, since Europe’s heritage and the aspect of diversity actually resulted in the

omnipresence of border lines dividing the continent. Though over the last couple of 

decades, the EU integration process serves as an impetus for cross-border cooperation

within Europe which causes that cross-border cooperation cannot be treated as a static nor

homogeneous phenomenon. Grand projects such as the single market process, multiple 

enlargement rounds, EU funding programs such as the Interreg Programme and 

globalization in general downgrade the relevance of national borders in many ways and as 

such make cross-border cooperation between local and regional governments easier. EU

integration causes certain dynamics in cross-border activity and accounts to a growth in 

both number and intensity of cooperation activities and partnerships.4 However, the 

                                               
2 (cf. Association of European Border Regions 2001: 68)
3 (cf. Engl 2009: 4)
4 (cf. Association of European Border Regions 2001: 17, cf. Committee of the Regions 2007: 17)
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experience is recorded twofold. Albeit that the EU integration process makes national 

borders less important, on the other side local and regional authorities that witness new and 

growing cross-border movements also experience continuous obstacles caused by the many 

governmental, administrative and legal differences remaining between the member states.

These differences still create a considerable border effect that keeps hindering the 

requirements of modern Europeans and especially to authorities along border lines these 

obstacles remain evident.5

Along with the growing endeavours on cross-border cooperation came the need by 

partners for a legal structure in order to regulate their activities and to give more formality 

to the cooperation. Indeed, especially those partnerships that desired to take their 

cooperation to a higher level commonly signed a legal agreement and intended to create 

more stable and certain cooperation by contracting each other.6 Consequently, many 

different legislative instruments across the EU have been used to bind and formalise cross-

border partnerships and resulted in formal agreements, working protocols, project 

contracts, funding schemes, town twinning arrangements and so on. The forms of 

cooperation mainly relied on national legal provisions such as bilateral treaties. The 

European Commission later concluded that the key set of legal instruments at disposal was

not satisfactory: the Madrid Outline Convention was implemented only by a small number 

of European countries and also the European Economic Interest Grouping showed 

shortcomings and only limited results so far.7 There was concluded to be a clear lack of a 

Community legal framework that could manage and facilitate the varying cases of cross-

border cooperation across the EU.8 Finally, to meet the growing demand for such

Community framework, the EU introduced the EGTC in 2006 after a Commission 

proposal in 2004.9 Joint lobby pressure from both local and regional actors and the 

Committee of the Regions led to the introduction of a new instrument that because of its 

                                               
5 (cf. Association of European Border Regions 2001: 67)
6 (cf. Jens Gabbe 2006: 3-5)
7 The European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation between Territorial Communities or 
Authorities, simply “Madrid Outline Convention”, was introduced by the Council of Europe in 1980 
(followed by two additional Protocols in 1995 and 1998) and is a legal framework countries can rely on when 
setting up cross-border territorial cooperation. Resulting examples are the Anholt Treaty between the 
Netherlands and Germany and the Karlsruhe Accord between Germany, France, Luxembourg and 
Switzerland (cf. Mission Opérationelle Transfrontallière 2008: 7, 9). The European Economic Interest 
Grouping had the sole purpose to maximise economic results in cross-border cooperation and also missed a 
clear legal status. In addition, cooperation forms such as Euroregions and Eurodistricts often have no legal 
status at all and are rather perceived as a brand or label instead of a legal structure (cf. Zapletal 2010: 18-20).
8 (cf. European Commission 2006: 2)
9 Initially, the Commission proposed the name European Grouping of cross-border cooperation (cf. European 
Commission 2004).
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direct legal effect for the first time gave local and regional authorities a uniform tool of 

their own with which they could develop their territories rather in line with their functional 

needs and its reality instead of their administrative borders.10 The EGTC instrument 

enables local and regional authorities to set up cross-border partnerships with authorities 

from different member states and it is seen as “an instrument for integrated territorial 

(multilevel) governance in coherent areas split by borders [and] is expected to contribute to 

legal strengthening of cooperation (…) and to increased visibility and legitimacy of such 

cooperation”11.

1.2. A closer look at the legal instrument

Local and regional authorities that wish to set up an EGTC need to acknowledge a 

prescribed set of legal provisions. The legal provisions for the EGTC are laid down in 

Regulation 1082/2006 which serves as a general framework in the run up to an EGTC. 

The Regulation stipulates the EGTC to have some basic features, starting with the 

obvious cross-border element in its membership (partners from at least two Member 

states). The EGTC can be composed by members from local and regional authorities but 

also member states, public law bodies and associations. They can have many objectives as 

the Regulation generally defines that its goal must be to facilitate territorial cooperation 

and strengthen economic and social cohesion. Because of the EU principle on subsidiarity 

however the EGTC shall not act in the field of police, justice or foreign affairs. Its tasks, 

responsibilities and competencies should be written down in both a convention and statutes 

and together with one registered office and an annual budget the EGTC at least should 

have an assembly and a director. Furthermore the Regulation includes the possibility for 

partners from third member states to involve in an EGTC (yet under certain conditions, e.g. 

the EGTC then needs to include partners from at least two EU member states) and also 

offers the option for national governments to become partner in the EGTC so that multiple 

levels of competences might be collected into one EGTC. The EGTC offers legal 

personality meaning that it can for example hire personnel, manage an own budget, sign 

contracts with third parties, act on behalf of its members and engage in legal proceedings.12

                                               
10 (cf. Engl 2009: 16-17), (cf. Eurocities 2011)
11 (Interact 2008b: 14)
12 (cf. Interact 2008b: 17)
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Technically speaking, the EGTC fills an important niche in the legal provisions on 

cross-border cooperation since it offers direct effect and uniformity under Community law, 

meaning that it is directly applicable to local and regional authorities in the EU. Albeit that

member state governments have a responsible role in approving the EGTC establishment 

on their state territory (the partners concerned must send their notification and proposal on 

an EGTC to the respective governments for an ex ante approval), the government(s) should 

have good reasons to decline the establishment of the EGTC. The EGTC Eurometropole 

Lille Kortrijk-Tournai for example was approved even before the EGTC Regulation was 

adopted in the respective national legislations.13 This direct legal effect gives the EGTC a 

distinct advantage on former legal provisions and local and regional authorities are 

equipped with a concrete form of cross-border cooperation. The EGTS gives them some 

more sovereignty in their cross-border actions since the instrument makes them less 

dependent on state treaties and other legal instruments.14

The Regulation thus provides the basic framework for the setup of an EGTC. Aside 

from the necessary common elements that any EGTC should include, the Regulation also

offers a wide range of possibilities on the final design of the EGTC and leaves open 

aspects such as the actual number of parties involved, the cooperation agenda, the 

geographical scope, the size of staff and budget, the level of competences and so on.

Finally, the functioning of the EGTC is also to considerable extent dependent on the 

national law of the respective country in which the EGTC office is located.

1.3. State of play: examples of EGTC setups

According to the Committee of the Regions which is official holder of the EGTC 

registration, several years after the introduction of the EGTC instrument there have been

seventeen groupings established and multiple more are currently in preparation (March 

2011, see map on page 8). There can be said to be an interesting variety in the different 

EGTC setups and the current reality reflects the many legal and organisational possibilities 

the EGTC Regulation has to offer. The running EGTCs differ in terms of cooperation 

agenda, the number of parties and nationalities involved, geographical scope, and budget 

size, and a short and basic overview can illustrate that notion.

                                               
13 (cf. Janssen 2009: 177)
14 (cf. Engström 2011: 6)
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The first EGTC established was Eurométropole Lille-Kortrijk-Tournai in 2008 and 

aims at more cooperation consistency and political dialogue amongst its members. 

Map of current EGTC setups in Europe, March 2011, source: Mission Opérationelle Transfrontallière (MOT) 
(2011), available at http://www.espaces-transfrontaliers.org/carte_gect.pdf. See appendix for a larger version.

Covering an annual budget of some €4 million a few examples of its projects are a cross-

border cremation service and a cross-border television station. The EGTC Hospital de 

Cerdany has a monothematic nature in its managing authority over a cross-border hospital 

on the French and Spanish border, quite in contrast with the rather broadly defined goals of 

the Mediterranean EGTC Amphictiony between Greek, Italian, Cyprian and French 

members on facilitating and promoting cross-border cooperation, reinforcing financial and 

social cohesion, political dialogue, information exchange, and fund management. The

cooperation themes of EGTC Euroregion Pyrenees – Mediterannee are culture, tourism and 

technological innovation whereas EGTC Eurodistrict SaarMoselle focuses on health, 

tourism and transport. The territory of EGTC Greater Region covers four border regions of 

Luxembourg, Belgium, Germany and France and builds further on existing cooperation 
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regarding the management of the local Interreg IV Programme. EGTC Duero-Douro on the 

Spanish-Portuguese border includes membership of one hundred seventy-five partners 

while EGTC EDON (Eurodistrict Oderland-Nadodzre) on the German and Polish border 

and EGTC Abaúj-Abaújban between partners from Hungary and Slovakia involve

respectively twenty-five and fourteen members. EGTC Eurodistrict Strasbourg-Ortenau 

covers a population of some 880.000 people, EGTC Alps-Mediterranean Euroregion 

counts 17 million inhabitants.15 EGTC Ung-Tisza-Túr-Sajó between authorities from 

Hungary, Romania and Slovakia envisages third-country participation of Ukraine. With the 

recent establishment of EGTC Pons Danubii between Slovakia and Hungary the current 

number of EGTCs in Europe is seventeen. Besides monitoring running EGTCs the 

Committee of the Regions also offers a list of announced EGTC intentions and seemingly 

even interesting setups are in the pipeline. To name a few, EGTC Code 24 is being set up 

for the development of the corridor along the transnational railway line Rotterdam and 

Genoa, another EGTC is intended between the two port cities Medgidia-Silistra in the 

Black Sea and the Danube Channel (Romania and Bulgaria) to manage EU co-financed 

projects and the EGTC Ostbahn between German and Polish partners will be tasked with

the placement of an Eastern railway network Berlin-Gorzów-Pila. Hence with the 

upcoming setups not only the total number of EGTCs will soon rise but also the variety 

amongst them continues to grow.

Despite their obvious differences in setup there can also be noticed some 

resemblances among the EGTC groupings. One is that there appears to be a favour for the 

instrument by local and regional authorities of centrally organised countries. Several 

EGTCs for example concentrate along the French border. Also the instrument seems 

attractive to parts of Southern and South Eastern Europe, most likely because of the 

absence of other satisfying legal instruments.16 Looking at the current spread of the EGTCs 

it follows that there are some concentrations in several European areas and there seems no 

strong tendency to exploit the instrument in border regions that were already covered by 

state treaties.17 Secondly, looking at the nature of the EGTC establishments one can 

conclude that in many cases there already existed some level of cross-border cooperation 

and the EGTC in that sense is a further step in the structural development of those 

                                               
15 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2009: 2, data is also retrieved via http://portal.cor.europa.eu/egtc/en-
US/Pages/welcome.aspx., the official EGTC platform of the Committee of the Regions, as well as via the 
websites of individual EGTCs, last accessed April 2011)
16 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2007: 6-7, cf. Engström 2011: 4)
17 (cf. Engl 2009: 17)
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activities. Commonly local and regional authorities already were engaged in cross-border 

cooperation and often the new structure of the EGTC as such replaces an earlier (legal) 

structure or form. Some examples are the EGTC Lille Kortrijk-Tournai, the Eurometropole 

Greater Region and EGTC Oderland Nadodzre, as well as EGTC Karst-Bodva (formerly 

Eurodistricts) and EGTC Duero Douro (formerly Working Community).18

2. Discussion

The advantages of an EGTC differ from one case to the other, but so far the most obvious 

advantages of the EGTC seem to be its legal characteristics such as the direct effect 

principle under Community law, its legal personality and the potential to associate multiple 

levels of governance into one organisation. Although the EGTC has not been created to 

replace previous instruments of cooperation but rather serves as an alternative to the 

available set, many note that the EU has provided a uniform legal and therewith 

transparent and concrete instrument for cross-border cooperation, something that the 

Madrid Outline Convention failed to do.19 According to some studies the added value of 

the EGTC in this respect and in comparison to forms as Euroregions and Eurodistricts is 

evident as it offers a much clearer legal status.20 It can thus be said that the legal aspects of 

the EGTC play an important and perhaps to some extent a decisive role in EGTC setups. 

Although the legal advantages are differently interpreted and do seemingly count less to 

those parts in Europe where there already is a set of alternate legal instruments available, to 

those parts of Europe where there is a lack of such instruments the EGTC in legal sense 

has very much to offer.

However, considering the EGTC as a sheer legal gain would give the instrument 

too little credit. In fact, case-studies underline the different values of the EGTC instrument 

and conclude that alongside the aforementioned legal advances there are also political 

motives for local and regional authorities to engage in an EGTC and some even conclude 

that the EGTC is more a political instrument than a legal.21 Especially existing cooperation 

partnerships that already were able to establish successful cooperation on the basis of 

bilateral agreements or alike seem not so much interested in the legal reasoning of the 

                                               
18 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2010b: 18-41)
19 (cf. Janssen 2009: 179)
20 (cf. Zapletal 2010: 18-20) (cf. Interact 2008a: 6)
21 (cf. Engström 2011: 22)
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EGTC and to some the expectations of the EGTC are more than just legal personality 

under Community law. The second part of the paper will therefore look at other values of 

the EGTC and bring to the table that there is a grey area of arguments that plausibly reason 

to validate choices on EGTC establishments. There arguments mainly relate to the 

interpretation of the EGTC being a political instrument and the future potential of the 

instrument in terms of the EU system.

2.1. Political values of the EGTC

For local and regional authorities the advantages of an EGTC depend on the situation of 

the partnership and the type of EGTC.22 As such, it is already worth mentioning that to 

some the EGTC offers progress in terms of the internal organisation of cross-border 

activities and in the commitment that is given to such cooperation. 

More importantly though, when considered from an external point of view the 

EGTC is expected to generate (more) visibility and political recognition for the members 

involved. The EGTC is namely a player that enjoys democratic legitimacy via its organs 

and in case it operates with a high level of political willingness and commitment by its 

members, the EGTC consequently forms a notable interest representative that needs to be 

recognised as well as taken into account with in the political landscape. In line with this 

thought the EGTC is also commonly claimed to increase European visibility for the 

respective region. The European integration process clearly does not leave local and 

regional authorities unmoved. European regions are increasingly entangled with the EU 

integration process and as local and regional authorities are involved in the EU policy 

system, the EGTC could turn out to be a platform to easier channel local interests to the 

European level or raise awareness for local problems, either for lobby or other purposes.23

Regions in Europe, and especially powerful ones, do not want to be kept aside from the 

political spectrum while small member states are gaining access in the EU, whereas the EU 

on its turn acknowledges that central governments are not the only players with 

competences and therefore values the contribution of local and regional authorities to the 

EU system.24 It this regard the EGTC can be of advent to both parties as the visibility 

aspect is gradually constructed by the growing status of the EGTC so that likely local and 
                                               
22 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2009), (cf. Interact 2008a: 6)
23 (cf. Interact 2008b: 18), (cf. Mission Opérationelle Transfrontallière 2008: 12), (cf. Engl 2009: 18)
24 (cf. Spinaci 2009: 7)
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regional authorities involved in an EGTC increasingly can expect their lobby activities to 

be responded by EU institutions. Introduced by the Commission, the EGTC could slowly

become to be acknowledged as the primary instrument for cross-border initiatives in the 

EU system and with such official status could turn out to be a suitable way to channel 

regional interests to the EU level. Local and regional authorities via the EGTC can develop 

concrete profiles of what the region and its cross-border cooperation stand for.

From an EU perspective – or at first instance from a Commission perspective 

specifically – the EGTC is according to some experts said to contribute to the Commission 

agenda on integration since the EGTC is a concrete example of the principles set out in the 

2011 White Paper on European governance. Here the Commission outlined its desire to 

evolve new and modern ways of (multi-level) European governance in order to bring the 

complex EU system closer to the public.25 The White Paper offers a mindset for new 

policies initiated by the Commission and clearly the EGTC suffices to serve the very aim 

of modern European governance, such as the possibility for national governments to 

participate in an EGTC and the resulting policy decentralisation.26 Though not only for 

purposes of multi-level governance EGTCs in practice can become “creative engines for 

[…] deeper EU integration”27, they also play a role in the horizontal integration process as 

they bring local and regional partners across borders closer together.28 In this sense it 

should be noted that the emergence of EGTC organisations can push ahead European 

thinking and policy-making among local politicians.29 Altogether it makes that the EGTC 

in many ways and to considerable extent will likely contribute to the EU agenda on 

integration.

2.2. Future outlook

It has been described that the EGTC offers some groundbreaking benefits that give the 

instrument a leap ahead on other legal instruments and already as such it is likely to be 

exploited more in the future of cross-border cooperation. Furthermore, it has been 

elaborated that the EGTC should not be seen as only a legal instrument per se but could be 

                                               
25 (cf. European Commission 2001: 3)
26 (cf. European Institute of Public Administration 2008: 70)
27 (Spinaci 2009: 5)
28 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2007: 112)
29 (cf. Spinaci 2009: 11)
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envisaged as a political one quite as well. But aside its own advantageous features there are 

also some external vectors that could contribute to the future relevance of the EGTC and 

which deserve special attention. These are the upcoming revision of the Regulation and the 

EGTC’s possible role in the EU Lisbon agenda and Cohesion policy.

Revision of the EGTC Regulation

As is stipulated by the Regulation, by August 2011 the Commission must forward to the 

European Parliament and the Council an evaluative report on the hitherto functioning of 

the EGTC and propose amendments if appropriate. In doing so, the Commission is assisted 

by the Committee of the Regions as the leading consultative party and as such, the 

Committee launched a consultation process under EGTC stakeholders. The conclusions of 

the joint consultation include a considerable number of respondents and reveal the general, 

on the ground experiences with the EGTC instrument.30 In the conclusions the complexity 

of the EGTC Regulation is mentioned as well as the need for more research and 

understanding in order to better use the instrument. The main consideration by the 

respondents is to change the Regulation in terms of making it easier to operate and set up 

EGTCs.31 The main legal concerns are the differences between the legislations of the 

member states, the secondary (national) law issue and the overall setup procedure. This 

relates to difficulties in matters such as the functioning EGTC (in specific problems with 

staff recruitment and employment) and the need to simplify the setup procedure and to 

limit national choice implication. The aspect of third country participation is differently 

argued in which member states believe such participation should be limited whereas other

groups are in favour of more flexible provisions on the issue. Furthermore, aside from the 

member states, there is a desire for more communication and technical assistance at the EU 

and national level in order to contribute to a better understanding of the EGTC and on 

matters of how to use the instrument. Finally, the respondents agree that the EGTC is the 

main legal instrument for territorial cohesion and there is strong belief that the EGTC can 

have an excellent role in the EU integration process. The EGTC is seen as an integrated 

                                               
30 One side note should be that participation in the consultation mainly encompasses stakeholders from 
member states where there are EGTCs and does only minimally include contributions coming from other 
member states. This lack of insights from other member states makes it harder for the Commission to 
understand any possible problems with the EGTC in those specific areas and moreover might illustrate the 
difference in interest in the EGTC instrument across the EU.
31 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2010a: 8-11)
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platform that can address problems on an appropriate geographical scale and serve as 

promoter of cross-border cohesion blurring the border effect.32

Other platforms as well consulted their member network for contributions and 

proposals on the EGTC Regulation. In its own position paper, Eurocities stresses the 

importance of the EGTC in line with future EU cohesion policy and is convinced that 

cities, considered as pioneers in the overall EU process, in the future will increasingly rely 

on the instrument in order to gain more freedom to plan their territorial development 

according to the functional reality rather than their administrative borders.33 Interact agrees 

on the legal complexity and on a simplification of the EGTC instrument, especially in case 

it would be decided to have a primary role in the future EU cohesion policy.34

Ultimately, the scale of conclusions gives the Commission significant input on 

possible handicaps in the Regulation, not only because it offers a thorough analysis but 

also because it reflects the views and experiences of many stakeholders. It is essential for 

the Commission to treat these recommendations carefully in order to have keen awareness 

of what should be improved on the EGTC to make it a better and more efficient instrument 

in line with the need of local and regional authorities to organise their cross-border 

cooperation.

EGTC in terms of Lisbon agenda and Cohesion policy

Looking at the broader picture of the EU (or Commission) agenda, it has already been 

explained that the EGTC offers advantages in being creative engines for deeper 

integration. Also, bringing the EU closer to the public and bringing different regional 

partners closer together, functioning EGTCs very well match the Commission principles 

on modern European governance. 

In a more detailed sense it is noteworthy that current Lisbon Treaty offers the 

legitimate cadre for the Commission to further explore the EGTC instrument. As local and 

regional authorities are on the one side increasingly experiencing borderless challenges 

while on the other side they still are confronted with their administrative borders, it is not 

so much surprising that the Lisbon Treaty has added territorial cohesion to the objectives 

of the EU and placed the issue on the same level as social and economic cohesion. 

                                               
32 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2010a: 23-25)
33 (cf. Eurocities 2011: 1-2)
34 (cf. Interact 2010: 2)
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Although the meaning and the scope of the term ‘territorial cohesion’ in the Treaty is 

unclear, its presence provides a favourable framework to the EGTC tool as it is designed 

for the very purpose of territorial cooperation. In this spirit one quite rightly can expect the 

EGTC to be a forerunner and to play a future role in actually processing “territorial 

cohesion” in Europe, not to forget in achieving the EU 2020 goals.35 In this light some 

official EU documents already make reference to the EGTC and recognise it as the prime 

tool in achieving the objectives of territorial cohesion, such as the 2009 Commission 

progress report on economic and social cohesion.36 To exemplify further, recent 

conclusions of the Belgian Presidency include a reference on the future value of the EGTC 

and the Presidency encourages to continue on exploring the EGTC.37 Also the current

Hungarian Presidency expresses the need to further develop the EGTC instrument and 

recently showed initiative by organising a two-day conference on the EGTC in preparation 

to the upcoming review of the EGTC Regulation.38

Looking at the picture of the EU Cohesion (or Regional) policy in specific, there is 

no doubt that the Commission and the Committee of the Regions view the EGTC as a key 

instrument.39 The Commission is currently brainstorming the upcoming post 2013 period 

of Cohesion policy and although the preparations are still in process and the final program 

needs to be awaited (a first program draft is expected on short term), receiving this amount 

of credit and attention at this stage already gives one enough reason to suggest that the 

EGTC and its potential role to shape future cohesion policy will be taken into 

consideration and most likely will result in some role for the EGTC in the next period of 

Cohesion policy. In that sense one cannot ignore the role the EGTC could be granted in the 

EU fund channels, and the Cohesion (or Structural) Funds in specific.40 Arguably the 

EGTC instrument could become the primary subsidy vehicle in the future, all the more 

since it originally was drafted as part of the Commission package of proposals on how to 

better deal with the 2007-2013 regional funding period. This referred to the desire to 

effectively implement the EU funding programmes especially in regard to the new Eastern 

European member states. It illustrates the initial role the Commission envisaged for the 

instrument and perhaps still is a view considered to be valid by Commission officials.41 As 

                                               
35 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2010a: 6)
36 (cf. European Commission 2009: 13)
37 (cf. Belgian Presidency Conclusions 2010: 4-5)
38 (cf. http://www.eu2011.hu/event/high-level-meeting-multilevel-governance-and-egtc)
39 (cf. Engstrom 2011: 5)
40 (cf. Engstrom 2011: 5)
41 (cf. Engl 2009: 12, 14)
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such, to some the potential for exploring an EGTC also lies in the possible future signal of 

the EU to give the instrument a prominent role in Cohesion fund policies starting in the 

next budgetary period starting in 2013.42 From a regional perspective, with every new 

funding period different national administrative systems are often restructured to maximise 

strategies and another set of layers on regional structures emerges in order to anticipate on 

new funding priorities.43 Quite paradoxically, until now some EGTCs have recorded facing 

problems in their application for EU funding because the multinational nature of the EGTC 

was not recognised by the fund criteria and as such their projects were rejected on the basis 

of an insufficient number of nationalities of the project partners.44 This is a clear obstacle 

in subsidy criteria management that should first be overcome. But for now the hypothesis 

stands that the EGTC in future could have privileged access to EU (regional) funds.

In conclusion, it is too early to already audit the full effect of the EGTC as the instrument

is still in its pioneering stage and it rather will last more years before it can become evident 

what the actual value of the EGTC as political instrument is. Notwithstanding, the above

passage evidently argues that the different EU institutions are serious about the EGTC and 

arguably the instrument can be expected to get the necessary support in its development. 

As such it likely awaits a positive future and one can be quite confident that it will grow in 

attention and relevance in the future EU system. The analysis moreover is not exhaustive 

and in fact there can be brought more issues to the table that could complement the 

argument on the potential future of the EGTC, such as the possible role of the Court of 

Justice to extend the sovereignty of the EGTC by its case-law (the EGTC as a Community 

legal person is subject to the ruling of the Court of Justice),45 and the contribution of the 

recently established EGTC platform by the Committee of the Regions in exchanging views 

and best practices amongst stakeholders which therewith supports a better understanding 

and the usage of the instrument accordingly.46 All in all the EGTC should not be 

considered as a sheer legal instrument. In contrary, politicians might well see enough 

benefit in the EGTC when looking it as a political instrument with considerable future 

potential for their local or regional authorities in the EU system, and although so far the 
                                               
42 (cf. Proto 2008: 36), (cf. Engström 2011: 11)
43 Not just for the socio-economic benefit of the region at hand but also for political strategy such as 
satisfying own electorate. As such, over the years of EU Cohesion policy countries such as Ireland, Greece 
and Italy have notably revised their administrative systems to better benefit from the new fund programmes 
(cf. Leonardi 2005: 85-87) (cf. Johnson 2009: 181)
44 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2011b)
45 (cf. Engl 2009: 19)
46 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2011a)
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political meaning of the EGTC is one of approach and expectation it must certainly not be 

underestimated.

3. The EGTC as rational institutional choice

Now that it has been clarified what the EGTC encompasses and what its valuable assets 

are, it is necessary to look at another evident value of the instrument namely its 

institutional framework. Since the EGTC represents a new form of institutional building in 

the EU, what can theories of institutionalism tell on the emergence of EGTCs? Theories of 

institutionalism help to complement our understanding on the EGTC in so far as to make 

sense of how EGTCs emerge and in being able to interpret the institutional motives of 

local and regional governments in their choice to structure their cross-border cooperation 

by means of this instrument. According to institutionalism, and rational choice 

institutionalism in specific, it is obvious that there lies a clear ratio behind an EGTC 

establishment.

3.1. The EGTC according to theories of institutionalism

From the perspective of institutionalism the EGTC can be regarded as a novel example of 

institutional building in the European integration process. To recall the first section of this 

paper the EGTC must be understood as a further step in the evolution of cross-border 

cooperation. In a more accurate sense, the EGTC offers a new stage in institutionalisation, 

a phenomenon in academic literature described as the process of organisational 

arrangements on clearing behavioural rules, or basically an increased (organisational) 

structuring of common actions between different actors.47 As an EGTC establishment 

clearly includes such process and is accompanied with a notable design of organisational 

arrangements to matters of cross-border cooperation, the EGTC can be said to realise

further institutionalisation of cross-border cooperation in Europe.

Taking the analysis a bit more broadly, why do actors in general wish to 

institutionalise their activities? There are many explanations to the reason why institutions 

are built and in which sense they contribute. In institutionalism, institutions are seen as 

social mechanisms and as such actors are believed to be the primary designers of 

                                               
47 (cf. Olsen 2010: 127)
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institutions.48 They see certain added value in setting up an organisation and in the case of 

the EGTC the actors generally are the politicians (actors of governance). In the sphere of 

political or public administration in which the EGTC operates, organised action is claimed 

crucial for getting things done and without administrative capabilities actors (politicians) 

would not be able to accomplish their goals or at least to less extent.49 Hence, along this 

line one can state that to politicians the EGTC is reasoned to bring more pattern and 

organisation in improving chances to achieve goals related to their cross-border 

cooperation. Political institutions moreover reduce flexible and variable behaviour of 

individual players and limit their pursuit of self-interest.50 This suggests an EGTC in 

general to restrain one-sided strategies and its membership to act for the common good 

instead.

Earlier in this paper it has been discussed that in a growing process of cross-border 

cooperation sooner or later the need by partner for more organisational structure develops 

and especially those partnerships that desire to take their cooperation to a next level 

commonly intend to do so.51 Here another statement on the emergence of institutions can 

be made. As the key features of an organisation are described to achieve pre-defined tasks 

and objectives, institutional theorists find it undeniable that institutional designing starts 

first with defining the goals and the strategy before deciding on the optimal organisational 

structure.52 Actors involved in institution building then must have a keen awareness that 

the structure depends on the strategy and that the final design must be proportional and fit 

to their initial intentions. This sounds as a plausible method and it could in practice to be a 

process also considered as the better way of establishing an EGTC, as the chapter on the 

casus Parkstad-Aachen-DG later on will exemplify, as well as the conclusions of a recent 

conference amongst EGTC stakeholders in Lille underline.53 In cases where the EGTC 

follows or replaces an already existing cooperation structure it can be assumed that the 

tasks and objectives are already defined in the former cooperation and simply continue or 

are copied into the new EGTC structure. Though not everybody agrees on such pragmatic 

approach. In some cases it is namely argued that a less straightforward approach is 

desirable and it is voiced to be necessary to create a structure first in order to push ahead 

                                               
48 (cf. Goodin 1996: 22)
49 (cf. Olsen 2010; 88)
50 (cf. Olsen 2010: 128-129)
51 (cf. Jens Gabbe 2006: 3-5)
52 (cf. Olsen 2010: 74-75)
53 (cf. Eurométropole Lille-Kortrijk-Tournai 2011)
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cooperation and to stimulate communication and common action.54 Here the setup of a 

structure could turn out to serve as a multiplier to build up cooperation so that details on 

the central tasks and objectives can be elaborated at a later stage. Although in practice it is 

perhaps more commonsense that the first method prevails and this is what institutional 

theories indeed claim to be optimal, the structure follows strategy method can be a matter 

of dispute and it rather depends on the situation at hand which is the best way for actors of 

institutional building to proceed.

From the point of view of institutionalism the EGTC can thus be described as an 

institution (or organisation) that brings behavioural pattern between different players in 

order for politicians to achieve certain goals in their cross-border cooperation. Now that the 

general theoretical framework has been grasped, it is necessary to take the analysis a step 

further and elaborate more on the rational institutional choice involved in an EGTC setup 

by using aspects of rational choice institutionalism.

3.2. The EGTC seen by actors of rational choice institutionalism

To actors of rational choice institutionalism, institutional building includes a series of 

rational choices. To them any institutional step must bring added value and an organisation 

must maximise utility. This means that when rational actors are involved in a process of 

institutional building they will analyse the benefits and costs of the possible institutional 

forms at hand and will then only chose to build an institution if that satisfies their desires 

and if there are no alternatives that could equally well serve to that end.55 This theoretical 

approach serves well for the analysis on the EGTC since it can be assumed that behind 

every EGTC setup similarly lies such ratio. According to rational choice institutionalism 

the foremost ratio of the setup of an EGTC will be the causal link between the cooperation 

and the instrument meaning the desire to bring legal organisation in cross-border 

cooperation. The EGTC brings about an organisational structure that to its designers will 

be purposed to maximise utility in cross-border cooperation. Apparently to those involved

the EGTC does so and moreover no other institutional form offers similar benefits. As we 

have seen earlier the most distinct advantages of the EGTC on other instruments seem to 

be its legal aspects such as its direct effect under EU law and its significant value to local 

                                               
54 Such as the case of the Matriosca region (cf. Janssen 2009: 181)
55 (cf. Goodin 1996: 62-63)
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and regional actors in those countries that suffer from equally satisfying alternate 

instruments. Though in contrary its legal provisions can also cause opposite reasoning, for 

example due to the restriction of third-country membership or the legal complexity of the 

functioning EGTC caused by the secondary law of the country in which the office is 

located (this will be exemplified later on by some case-studies on the non-use of the 

EGTC).

The rationale behind the institutional building of the EGTC lies in the desire to 

organise cross-border cooperation and this latter can be claimed to be an essential variable. 

As was already noticed earlier, so far many EGTC establishments build on earlier forms of 

cooperation and it seems not incidental that there is a positive link between the level of 

cross-border cooperation and the ratio for an EGTC. As it is often stated that the EGTC is 

rather a heavy and complex form of cooperation, rational institutional actors will assume 

that there must be sufficient ratio, or in other words sufficient level of cross-border 

cooperation first in order to reasonably exploit the instrument and suitably match the 

agenda. It is important to discuss further the rather heavy structure of the EGTC and the 

often cited complexity in terms of setting up an EGTC and in doing so it is key to take 

another look at the institutional features of the instrument. Although the final design differs 

per single EGTC and there are many variations in their function, the basic institutional 

design is not optional but instead the Regulation stipulates the EGTC to have at least 

several obliged features. Those features must be laid down in a convention and statutes and 

the EGTC must include (at least) an office, an assembly, a director, a central budget, and a

decision making procedure. The designer must bear these in mind and set up its EGTC 

according to that prescribed institutional blueprint and as such narrows the flexibility of the 

institutional design of an EGTC to a rather stringent one. Neither the process of setting up 

an EGTC is optional or flexible but involves negotiations on many of the mentioned 

aspects regarding its structural design and consequently includes a strict procedure to get 

the EGTC accorded by the respective governments of all EGTC members. Further, once in 

place, the EGTC then seems to offer rather little flexibility for its members not to behave 

according to the agreed rules and procedures nor does it leave room for individual

manoeuvres. Altogether it is commonly cited that the EGTC is rather a heavy institutional 

structure. Considering then the EGTC as a heavy structure it would mean to rational 

institutionalists that its ratio, in other words the level of cooperation and the necessity for a 

legal structure, must be equally ‘heavy’ in order to match the structure accordingly. 
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According to rational institutional thinking the stage of cooperation as such should be 

evolved to one of rather intensive character. 

To sum up, it can well be interpreted that in analysing the costs and benefits of an 

EGTC establishment aspects of rational choice institutionalism are evident and besides 

legal considerations clearly the level of cross-border cooperation serves as another rational 

issue in the discussion on a possible EGTC establishment. Depending on the emphasis 

politicians involved in a discussion on a possible EGTC establishment lay on both legal 

and institutional aspects of the EGTC, by means of those rationally considered arguments 

there can be found either sufficient or insufficient ratio that legitimates the setup of an 

EGTC. It can also be stated that according to rational choice institutionalism the future of 

the EGTC instrument depends on the evolution of cross-border cooperation in Europe and 

the evolving need for a stronger legal and organisational framework to structure the single 

cases of cooperation. As cross-border cooperation in Europe cannot be seen as a static 

phenomenon but is in considerable flux instead, it offers a growth model to the EGTC and 

the future use of the instrument as such. In case cross-border cooperation in both quantity 

and quality increases and the higher and more intensive the levels of cooperation become,

it will likelier lead to a greater use of the EGTC as the optimal framework to legally 

organise cross-border cooperation. Rational actors though will add to that conclusion the 

condition or argument that the instrument must remain to offer distinct advantages over 

other alternatives.

3.3. State of play: the non-use

After four years of existence the number of EGTCs established so far has often been 

argued to be rather disappointing and inherently the success of the EGTC has already been 

a point of debate. Although some credit the EU on introducing a transparent and concrete 

legal instrument, other expert analyses and reports on the contrary point to the inevitable 

complexity of the Regulation and claim that it is too difficult to explore and apply the 

EGTC instrument efficiently.56 Moreover, the functioning of the EGTC is restricted by the 

national law provisions, a practical disadvantage in some cases.57 According to the current 

map of established EGTC groupings the instrument is not yet explored in the majority of 

                                               
56 (cf. Committee of the Regions 2010a: 7), (cf. Interact 2008b: 19)
57 (cf. Janssen 2009, p. 180), (cf. Engl 2009: 17)
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the EU.58 Indeed there has been considerable delay in the implementation of the EGTC 

Regulation into the national legal systems. 59 But there remain many legal questions and 

uncertainties on the EGTC that need to be dealt with before the EGTC will be more widely 

explored.60

Despite the often cited argument of legal complexity, the more detailed and beneath 

the surface reasons behind the non-choice on the EGTC though are difficult to assess. Until 

now there seem to be more reports on already established EGTCs including the 

motivations and justification behind the setup, than there are reports from regions that 

express their reasons not to establish an EGTC, not to mention that these are only available 

in the national language at hand and without translation.61 This makes it hard to draw 

strong and qualitative conclusions that would represent the entire scope of experiences or 

opinions on the EGTC instrument in Europe. So far there simply is not – or is not easily to 

find – sufficient evidence that could validate conclusions on exactly why regions do not 

explore an EGTC. However, there can be found some analysis reports and case studies on 

regions that might partly represent the debate on the ground and the reasons behind the 

ambivalent attitude towards the EGTC instrument. Several regions inquired the potential 

and possible added values of an EGTC setup and some did so in comparison to their own 

cooperation structures.

To start of, the Dutch region of Drenthe and its German border region conducted 

research in the possible added value of the EGTC instrument for their cross-border 

cooperation agenda and included a special focus on the partnership between the 

                                               
58 As already mentioned, until now the EGTC rather appears to be particularly attractive to parts of Southern 
and South Eastern Europe most likely because of the absence of other concrete legal instruments. In those 
respective areas with previously limited legal possibilities in organising territorial cooperation the EGTC in a 
legal sense is complementary, whereas the opposite reasoning could be made for partnerships that already 
could rely on legal instruments making it a less attractive instrument to those (cf. Proto 2008: 35), (cf. Engl 
2009: 17-18). There also seems to be a favour for the EGTC instrument by local and regional authorities of 
centrally organised countries as for example several EGTCs concentrate along the French border (cf. 
Committee of the Regions 2009: 143).
59 Regarding the number of established EGTCs so far it must though be noted that the Regulation suffered 
from considerable delay in the implementation in some national legal systems and at the time of writing the 
adaptation process in some EU member states has just recently been completed, such as Malta (by January 
2011), and in other member states is still not fully finished, such as Germany (awaiting the federal process).
Although the EGTC offers direct effect under Community law and therefore an EGTC setup does not 
necessarily need to await full adoption of the Regulation in its respective national legal system (such as the 
case in Eurometropole Lille-Kortijk-Tournai), the delay is said to cause confusion and to make some 
initiators rather await the completion of the process before exploiting the instrument. Therewith the 
implementation delay is quite plausibly said to have hampered the number of EGTCs established so far as 
and it is expected that more EGTC initiatives will surface once the Regulation has been implemented in all 
member states (and federal states) (cf. Committee of the Regions 2010b: 7, 60) (Eurocities 2011).
60 (cf. Janssen 2009: 181)
61 Such as an analysis on the Nordic cooperation which is only available in Swedish (available at
http://www.nordregio.se)
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municipalities of Coevorden and Emlicheim. Coevorden and Emlicheim already engage in 

a cross-border industrial park and regularly meet in a political exchange platform. Here the 

question aroused if an EGTC could lift the cooperation to higher levels. The reported 

views on a possible EGTC were rather ambiguous and contrasting. Whereas some of the 

interviewers agreed on the EGTC to bring possible improvements in the level of political 

commitment on cross-border cooperation as well as to improve the cross-border political 

structure of the region, while also believing that an EGTC as an official EU instrument 

could strengthen the relation between the region and the EU institutions, others criticised 

an EGTC to perhaps be one player too many and believed the existing structures to be 

already satisfying and concluded to see no need for a new structure. Also regarding its 

possible complementary role to the geographically larger Euroregions there was no 

unanimity as some interviewers perceived an EGTC to be a new competitor. The advice

was to leave the EGTC debate and to first discuss the cross-border strategic agenda of the 

region and answer the question on the cooperation objectives before further inquiring the 

possible need of an EGTC structure.62

A case study on the Adriatic Euroregion, a relatively new platform between Italy, 

Albania and several former Yugoslavian countries on strengthening and building an 

Adriatic vision, excludes an EGTC establishment for the entire region since that would 

also include parts of Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro and Albania. However, because of the 

restriction in the EGTC Regulation that a third country member can only obtain EGTC 

membership if already two other EU member states are involved, a broad EGTC in the 

case of the Adriatic Euroregion is impossible.63 Therefore the analysis hypothesises some 

alternate EGTC setups in smaller areas on thematic issues such as fishery, transport, 

tourism and regional marketing. But in the case of multiple EGTC setups it is to be 

expected that the larger Adriatic Euroregion will fragment into regions with incoherent and 

different visions instead of pushing ahead the integration in the area. 64

According to a discussion paper on the Oresund region the national law systems in 

Denmark and Sweden have different interpretations on the exact membership in an EGTC.

The paper argues that this will create difficulties in an EGTC setup at hand. In case an 

EGTC establishment would be aspired the different implementations in national law of the 

                                               
62 (cf. BMC 2010)
63 The case of the Adriatic Euroregion is common to more regions. The third country membership restriction 
makes it for example also impossible to establish an EGTC between Switzerland and one EU country, or 
between Sweden and Norway (cf. Engl 2009: 18), (cf. Zapletal 2010: 23).
64 (cf. Euregion Council 2007), (cf. Proto 2008: 35-37)
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EGTC Regulation will result in legal disharmony between the systems (specifically for 

example on Norwegian membership). Moreover the paper elaborates that an EGTC will 

not add much to the already existing and satisfying structure in the Oresund region around 

EU funds management, whereas it may give some symbolic value and increasing attention 

for the region, especially in comparison to an Euroregion which is more perceived as a 

brand.65 However, such attention should be carefully considered by the respective 

politicians in the sense that increasing visibility could backfire in case there is lack of 

convincing cooperation efforts or results.66

One final example is offered by the Euregion MeuseRhine between the border 

regions of the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. The Euregion showed significant 

interest in the EGTC structure yet an expert analysis argued the EGTC not to bring very 

much benefit to its current status quo. Already in 2007, just one year after the introduction 

of the EGTC Regulation, the Council of the Euregion considered the EGTC to bring legal 

improvements to the functioning of the Euregion structure and hence decided to further 

inquire the EGTC possibilities by assigning a comparative study on the added value of the

instrument. The conclusions however were that there was no real legal advantage for the 

Euregion to transform the current legal structure into an EGTC because of the many other 

legal possibilities the Euregion in the respective countries already has (especially state 

treaties). Rather the possible advantages were argued to be of political nature in terms of 

the EGTC to stimulate political commitment regarding cross-border cooperation and to 

potentially involve higher governments in the organisation.67 In 2010 the Euregion Board 

officially decided to consider an EGTC as only possible new cooperation structure and to 

work out a concept proposal for an EGTC setup. A special committee is currently working 

on the agenda and program as well as preparing draft statutes of the EGTC organisation.68

Apparently the Euregion MeuseRhine is eventually not so much interested in the legal 

reasoning of the EGTC but more in its political status instead.

What is interesting from these case studies is that each example shows that there is 

a clear rational analysis involved in an EGTC discussion and that the related analyses of 

costs and benefits have different outcomes on the added value of the EGTC for the 

cooperation at hand. As such, they show that legal questions play a vital role in 

considerations on EGTC establishments and that the added value of an EGTC differs from 

                                               
65 (cf. Engström 2011: 7)
66 (cf. Engström 2011: 11, 21)
67 (cf. European Institute of Public Administration 2008: 70-71)
68 (cf. Provinz Limburg 2010: 35-36)
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case to case. In general the legal features of the EGTC seem to be both its added value as 

well as its peculiarities. These case studies are likely only a few examples of the dynamic 

discussion the introduction of the EGTC caused in many regions on transforming old 

structures into new. It seems the introduction of the EGTC has been an incentive to many 

cross-border cooperation structures to rethink their current cooperation structure and 

although the fact that some apparently have been more convinced in renewing their 

structure, there are also visible examples of ‘why change a winning team’ and cooperation 

cases preferring to stay to their old structure. However, due to the rather likelihood that the 

general number of EGTCs will grow in the future, as well as the growing relevance and 

acknowledgement of the EGTC tool in terms of the EU system, current structures might 

increasingly find themselves in an isolated position in terms of being alienated and 

marginalised from the EU system. Along the line this consequently could result in 

increasing tendencies and reconsiderations by governments to transform into an EGTC 

anyway.69

4. Case study Parkstad-Aachen-DG70

The next chapter provides a somewhat more thorough insight than the previous cases and 

focuses on the development of cross-border cooperation between local and regional 

governments in the border area of the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium and their 

intertwined discussion on an EGTC establishment. Here several governments are currently 

involved in a process to together improve their ways of cross-border cooperation and one 

option to do so is the consideration of an EGTC establishment. Focusing on the discussion 

that is entangled with the possible EGTC establishment and the inherent question on how 

to optimally structure the regional cross-border cooperation, this casus will backbone the 

central thesis by illustrating that an EGTC establishment involves a rational analysis. 

Moreover it shows that the EGTC is perceived as a relatively heavy organisational and 

legal structure which rather follows an already existing form of cross-border cooperation 

and builds on a previous development of considerable cross-border cooperation instead.

Starting in October 2009, the head politicians of the city regions of Parkstad and 

Aachen on the Dutch-German border expressed their ambition to establish an EGTC and 

                                               
69 (cf. Engström 2011: 18)
70 Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft Belgiens, in short DG
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signed thereto an official agreement in the form of a letter of intent.71 The agreement was 

no incidental step but was the result of several years of satisfying project collaboration 

between the partners and the desire of the mayors of the central cities of Heerlen and 

Aachen to corporate their cross-border cooperation for larger matters at stake. As such, the 

agreement expressed the ambition to take up common strategies to improve the regional 

economy and to that end, the motivation was to formalise the cross-border cooperation and 

to lift the cooperation to higher levels of more commitment. The agreement symbolised the 

desire to make a further step in the regional cross-border cooperation.72 En route, with the 

exit of the respective key players and the arrival of their successors several months after 

the signing of the agreement, as well as the inclusion of new cooperation partners in the 

process – the German-speaking Community of Belgium (Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft 

Belgiens, or in short DG), the city of Aachen and the municipality of Vaals –, a shift in the 

discussion on the EGTC took place as the new spectrum took up a strongly pragmatic 

approach and came to the conclusion that the strategic agenda of the cross-border 

cooperation was not yet sufficiently analysed before being able to decide on the actual 

need or added value of an EGTC in achieving their common goals. The new players

reasoned that not the setting up of a new structure should be their main focus, but that the 

form should map the function. The EGTC letter of intent indeed broadly expressed the 

common stimulation of the regional economy to be the key purpose of the cooperation, yet 

the new politicians believed that first the cooperation agenda as well as the reciprocal value

of the different partners needed to be more specified and carefully thought through before 

arriving at the question on which structure will suit the strategy. Accordingly, the months 

ahead were used for matters of renegotiation and concreting the common tasks. Gradually 

the EGTC intention was placed to the background of the process and one and a half year 

after the signing of the EGTC letter of intent, currently the alternative cooperation form 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft is negotiated instead.73

So far the story-telling. What now is valuable is to further elaborate from this casus 

on the rationale behind the institutional choice and the general reluctance towards the 

EGTC as the optimal structure for the cross-border cooperation. How come the EGTC in 
                                               
71 (cf. Städteregion Aachen & Stadsregio Parkstad Limburg, 2009)
72 (cf. Stadsregio Parkstad Limburg, 2010)
73 Together the partners cover an area with a population of roughly 800.000 inhabitants. The region is 
confronted with a shrinking population (especially on the Dutch side with Parkstad Limburg and Vaals) and 
its location is often seen as economically peripheral towards larger conurbations such as the Ruhr area, the 
city areas of Liege and Eindhoven, and the Randstad area. All players agree on the logic of cross-border 
cooperation and its strategic relevance for what is considered their common ambition to stimulate the 
regional economy.
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the region Parkstad-Aachen-DG was not seen as the right tool for mapping the cross-

border cooperation? In October 2009 the responsible politicians considered to be in a stage 

to establish an EGTC, whereas their successors had contrary thoughts and saw no clear 

reason to explore the structure. The basic answer lies in the interpretation of the EGTC as 

being a relatively heavy type of cooperation structure, something that causes opposition by 

the respective political leaders who find such structure to be unsuited for the current stage 

of cooperation. The EGTC is likelier considered a heavy cooperation form and the level of 

cross-border cooperation is considered not yet sufficient for such heavy structure.74

Notably, the cooperation between the mentioned partners is currently not incorporated in 

any structure or form yet and even more so the step towards an EGTC to them is perceived 

as one of too much institutionalisation. The character of the discussion has changed into  

‘less-is-more’ and there seems to be consensus amongst the involved partners on the point 

that for now a softer structure better suits the cooperation agenda. This agenda gradually 

came to be defined as the stimulation of the development of a single economic area 

specifically in relation to the labour market and initially is limited to a set of several 

projects such as structuring information services for commuters, linking vacancy 

databases, regional marketing, common lobbying on expanding the regional cross-border 

railway, and the setting up of an activity calendar.75 For these rather low-key projects the 

politicians for now fashion an easy cooperation form without legal status and wish to 

prevent struggling over legal complexities involved over an EGTC. They decided an 

EGTC to be too extensive. The fear exists that launching an EGTC might cause extra 

bureaucracy and there are also doubts on whether the geographical scope of the region 

offers sufficient critical mass for an EGTC structure.

It is fact that all players agree on the overarching goal of regional economic 

stimulation and moreover they see value in setting up an organisation (or institution) to

improve cooperation in helping to achieve that goal. Without the existence of any former 

cooperation structure between the partners the setup of already a minor level of 

institutional structure is considered to be advantageous. To the key players it would insist 

on more behavioural rules and more commitment regarding the cooperation, it offers a 

platform for evaluation and communication, it gives visibility to the cross-border 

ambitions, and it shifts the level of cooperation from coincidence to more normalisation 

and consistency. But reasoning that the level of institutionalism needs to suit the 

                                               
74 (cf. Stadt Aachen, 2011)
75 (cf. Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft Belgiens, 2011)
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cooperation agenda, the players do not see the necessity of a higher level of 

institutionalism in the form of an EGTC and the current cooperation agenda for now is 

rather considered to be well served with the Arbeitsgemeinschaft. The Arbeitsgemeinschaft

is a type of signed agreement according to softer cooperation principles that, in contrary to 

the EGTC, lacks legal status and does therefore face less preparatory workload in its setup. 

Also its institutional design is rather flexible and does not ask for a specific set of organs or 

formal procedures such as the EGTC structure. In the case of Parkstad-Aachen-DG it 

includes a board, political platform, project groups, and a general director. Decisions are 

made by common agreement of the board.76 Moreover, the Arbeitsgemeinschaft does not 

need to be acknowledged by any (higher) political government. With the 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft the responsible politicians hope to be able to make their ambitions 

more concrete and to start carrying out common tasks and projects easier and faster instead 

of losing more time on the EGTC structure discussion.

Then, what about the value of the EGTC letter of intent? Has that been a political 

misstep? This seems a hard judgment as one could namely argue that it at least resulted in 

a second-best cooperation form. Moreover the EGTC intention has not been totally left 

aside. Some consider the Arbeitsgemeinschaft as a first test to see whether the cooperation 

is efficient, whereas others see it as a first building stone towards a potentially heavier 

structure in the future. Anyway, taking into account both their geographical location and 

their similar agenda on regional economic stimulation, the respective politicians express 

the evident value of cross-border cooperation in achieving the ambitious goals for the 

region and hence prioritise the linked process. To them the cross-border cooperation 

reflects a growth model and in case experience shows that a stronger legal and 

organisational framework is needed, the EGTC likely might become the object of new 

discussions. Although the EGTC by the political leaders in the Parkstad-Aachen-DG 

region is considered too young to fully evaluate its added value in terms of being a strong 

regional mechanism in the larger EU picture, parallel to their own internal process they 

keep an eye on its growing relevance in Brussels and, albeit with certain ambivalence, do 

not entirely neglect its potential for future lobbying and perhaps even subsidy purposes. 

Still though, to the respective politicians an EGTC structure must prove a considerable 

advantage and to them is only negotiable for varying reasons and in case the cooperation 

                                               
76 (cf. Stadsregio Parkstad Limburg, 2011)
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needs to involve democratic legitimacy, legal personality, stronger commitment or

considerable budget management.

To sum up, it surfaces from this case study analysis that there is again an obvious 

rational choice analysis involved in the discussion on a possible EGTC setup. As such, in 

the Parkstad-Aachen-DG region it resulted in a clear lack by the political leaders of 

convincing need to go ahead with an EGTC since the structure is considered to be too 

heavy and instead there is preference to proceed with a lower degree of institutionalisation. 

The process is quite illustrative in that rational choice institutionalism can play a 

significant role for politicians and in this casus seemingly has played the dominant role.77

Legal arguments on the EGTC seemed to have played only a minor role here since there 

was no desire by the politicians to legalise the cooperation. However, one might question if 

the respective politicians have sufficiently taken the arguments on future expectations of 

the EGTC as political vehicle into consideration before deciding on the non-use of the 

instrument. In contrary to their predecessors, who signed the letter of intent because they 

saw other reasons in the EGTC and might have analysed the EGTC less from an

institutional perspective, the successors had a different analysis on the rationalisation of an 

EGTC and came to the conclusion to see less reason for an EGTC setup for now. Moreover 

the casus is another example of that the instrument in practice is perceived as a strong and 

hard type for the setup of cross-border cooperation and that it is desirable to exploit the 

instrument in cases in which the cooperation at hand already exists in such stage that a 

strong form of institutionalisation provides considerable added value. In such scenario it is 

likely that it will receive more political support and commitment. The politicians in the 

Parkstad-Aachen-DG region currently consider not to be in that position though with its 

continuing process of cross-border cooperation the possible necessity of a future EGTC 

structure remains in sight. It can moreover be argued that it is key that the structure should 

not serve as a goal per se but that the form needs to map the strategy and that the level of 

cooperation and future ambition is in rational sense an essential factor in the choice of an 

                                               
77 Hypothetically additional and more underlying motives might have played a role for the key players to 
instead of an EGTC strive to an alternate cooperation form. Political discussions as these are often more 
complex in nature. In this specific casus aspects such as the (new) personal contacts amongst the responsible 
players, unfamiliarity with the EGTC structure, differences in administrative structures, distrust amongst the 
key players on possible pursuits of self-interest, the grown number of partners and their opinions, and 
possibly fear to set up a structure that might compete with the larger Euregion Meuse-Rhine, could have 
contributed to the non-choice of the EGTC and should not be fully excluded from the reflection but would 
need to be further analysed in order to make valid remarks on their possible effect. However, it is not the 
purpose of this casus to fully discuss all issues at stake but to primarily focus on the rational approach on 
institutionalisation by the political leaders.
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EGTC establishment. Meanwhile, as can be seen in the above casus, although the EGTC is 

not decided as the optimal structure for the cooperation, the discussion on an EGTC 

establishment and the related process can give incentives to (new) considerations on 

formalising the cross-border cooperation and could potentially result in new structures.

5. Decision Model

To local or regional governments there are thus various factors involved in a discussion on 

a possible EGTC establishment and one cannot neglect the role rational analysis plays in 

deciding whether or not an EGTC is considered the optimal choice in organising cross-

border cooperation. As this paper has shown, the level or stage of cross-border cooperation 

at hand in relation to a somewhat flexible yet heavy and rigid structure, including its 

institutional features, its legal arguments ranging from its legal personality, direct effect

under EU law, and the possibility of different governmental levels to associate in an 

EGTC, as well as political arguments on its future prospects in regards to the EU system 

and so forth, all to some extent play part in the consideration on an EGTC establishment

and influence the rational analysis politicians priory make.

If one would theorise these various factors along general lines, the most common  

and relevant arguments can be categorised into legal, institutional and political aspects

which together can said to build up a common and plain decision model when it comes to 

considering an EGTC. This model of three categories more or less serves as an analytical 

framework likely to anyone considering an EGTC establishment and depending on the 

weight or relevance that is given to each individual factor, the sum of the analysis will 

differ from case to case and will finally result in a different interpretation on the added 

value of an EGTC. As such the outcome of the sum of all three categories is what validates 

and decides the use or non-use of the instrument, nonetheless it can be that an EGTC setup 

is decided by sheer institutional aspects or by only one decisive legal aspect. The decision 

model is not normative as the value or relevance of each category can change over time 

depending on the evolution of the EGTC instrument in terms of its legal, institutional and 

political features. Clearly in many cases the legal and institutional aspects of the EGTC 

cover an important part of the rational analysis and it has been described that these are 

valued differently depending on issues such as the level of cross-border cooperation at 

hand or the presence of alternate legal instruments. Until now these two categories from a 
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rational perspective are seen as the most obvious arguments and possible improvements in 

the Regulation by the upcoming Commission revision might even strengthen the legally 

rational assets of the EGTC. 

Though as the paper has also argued, the growing relevance of the EGTC as 

political instrument should not be neglected and can well be elaborated to play an 

additional role in the decision model. Since the political arguments by now are not yet as 

concrete and valid as the arguments on legal and institutional benefits (the EGTC is truly

too young to already audit its political value), for now the political aspects on the EGTC 

should be interpreted to be less rational, or for matters of understanding can be categorised 

as non-rational. But this does not take away though that these should be completely kept 

outside the decision model. Instead, it has been argued that according to many studies and 

reports the value of the EGTC as political instrument will increase in future and depending 

on the factual evolution of the EGTC instrument, aspects on the political value that might 

be argued as less or non-rational now will gradually become more rational, especially to 

politicians. This makes that it can be argued that the decision model includes its most 

growing variable in terms of a shifting relevance in the third category of political 

arguments and therewith perhaps will cause a tension with the other two categories of legal 

and institutional arguments. In case the political meaning of the EGTC indeed will grow 

and will become a more rational factor by local and regional governments in deciding to 

establish an EGTC, the category now considered to be marginal in the decision model 

could become more essential. Thus applying the decision model at later stages in time will 

give different outcomes on the use or non-use of the EGTC.

When applying the decision model to the case-studies throughout this paper and the 

casus of the Parkstad-Aachen-DG region in specific, it illustrates that the sum of the three 

categories is negative therefore resulting in a non-use of the instrument. In their analysis 

the politicians at hand find insufficient ratio for the setup of an EGTC, either for minimal 

legal arguments, an insufficient stage of cross-border cooperation, disbelief or neglect of 

the political value of the EGTC. In contrary to the already seventeen groupings that have 

been established and also the ones currently in preparation the decision model likely gave a 

positive sum. It follows that the arguments included in the decision model are differently 

weighted and cause diverse outcomes on the value of an EGTC from case to case. To argue 

to what extent each category is weighted and to find out which arguments are the most 

essential ones in deciding on the use or non-use of the EGTC, as well as to argue if so far 

besides the rational choice on legally organising cross-border cooperation actually also the 
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less rational factors of political arguments have played any role, would mean a further 

study into the single processes of establishment of existing EGTCs but also into more 

examples of non-use.

The decision model can serve as a general guideline when classifying the different 

thoughts on a possible EGTC setup but the model is not ultimate nor should it be taken too 

standard. It leaves out many possible non-rational arguments that cannot be measured and 

especially political discussions are often more complex to simply frame them by means of 

a model. In political discussions on an EGTC arguments such as personal Euroscepticism 

or poor contacts between responsible politicians could either way hamper an EGTC setup. 

The model thus only serves well if the EGTC setup is rationally considered and if the 

arguments are both rationally searched and measured. In all other cases the model is no 

reasonable guideline but neither the discussion on an EGTC can be argued to be.

Conclusion 

This paper has elaborated that establishing an EGTC involves a clear rational analysis of 

costs and benefits and in making such analysis politicians use potential reasons that 

validate an EGTC or not. The rational approach might seem the most obvious one and 

especially legal and institutional aspects of the EGTC can be understood to be the most 

rational arguments on considering an EGTC setup. Legally, the EGTC for example offers 

interesting distinct advantages over other instruments as many credit its direct effect under 

EU law and the option to include multiple levels of governance in its cooperation structure, 

and moreover it seems to be an attractive instrument to those regions in countries that do

not have equally alternate instruments. However this latter argument does not play in all 

parts of Europe since there are other alternatives at hand there. Perhaps the upcoming 

revision of the Regulation might though improve the legal side of the EGTC which

consequently could give more local and regional authorities considerable legal reason to 

exploit the instrument.

According to institutional theories the primary and decisive factor in an EGTC 

establishment seems to be the underlying ratio of the level of cooperation and the inherent 

value for the (legal) structure of an EGTC. Considering the EGTC as a rather heavy legal 

and organisational structure makes that the level of cooperation must be one of intensive 

character to reason (further) institutionalisation. Since cross-border cooperation in Europe 
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is not static, its development can be a growth model to the future use of the instrument 

arguing that the level and quantity of cooperation grows in line with further EU integration

and makes more cases of cooperation desire a stronger legal and organisational structure in 

the future. The Parkstad-Aachen-DG exemplified a scenario where the EGTC structure 

was perceived as one step too far and in order to suit the current level of cooperation on 

several low-key projects for regional economic stimulation and for now a softer structure is 

preferred instead.

However, besides a clear rational choice on legal and institutional arguments in 

setting up an EGTC there might be argued seemingly less rational aspects to the EGTC 

that make the instrument for politicians worth the exploration. These mainly relate to 

political aspects and envisage the EGTC not only as a legal or institutional asset but as a 

political instrument as well. Although these arguments are not concrete yet, the future 

expectations of the EGTC as political instrument contain plausible aspects on better 

profiling and achieving regional (cross-border) agendas. As the EGTC likely will continue 

to grow in attention it could become a prominent player in the future EU system with 

increasing EU visibility and perhaps even privileged access to EU (Structural) funds. To 

conclude if so far besides the clear rational choices on organising cross-border cooperation 

also political arguments have already played any role would mean a further study into the 

single processes of establishment of existing EGTCs. Yet the argument stands that choices 

on an EGTC cannot neglect arguments of political potential and rather for matters of 

completeness these should be included in the discussion as well.

To recapitulate and to answer the central question of the paper on the extent to 

which an EGTC can be considered a rational choice to organise cross-border cooperation, 

politicians involved in a discussion on a possible EGTC setup must carefully test what 

arguments in their situation can be considered to be rational as such. Here the described

(rational) decision model with the three most relevant categories of legal, institutional and 

political arguments can serve well as a general guideline to make the analysis more 

comprehensible. Depending on the weight that is given to each individual argument, the 

sum of the three categories decides on the use or non-use of the EGTC and as the case-

studies throughout this paper have shown it depends on the situation at stake whether the 

sum is positive or negative and if it eventually results in enough reason to exploit the 

instrument or not. But much attention must go to the category of political arguments and 

the future expectation of the EGTC in terms of its political value. With the commonly cited 

notion on the growing relevance of the EGTC in the future EU system, this category must 
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be seen as the main variable in the decision model and depending on the actual evolution 

of the instrument the political arguments could become more rational over time and in the 

decision model shift from a rather marginal position now to a more central one in the 

future. The original intention of the Commission was to facilitate local and regional 

authorities with a legal tool to better manage and structure their cross-border cooperation. 

Though depending on the further development of the EGTC and the evident role the 

Commission plays on how far actually to go with the EGTC also in terms of making the 

instrument politically more relevant and hence make it extra attractive to local and regional 

governments, it could well be that in future there will exist a tension between the original 

intentions of the Commission and the growing political arguments. It can be questioned 

whether these envisaged political aspects perhaps prevail in choices on an EGTC setup 

already and that local and regional authorities anticipate on what they expect the EGTC 

will become, whereas to the current examples of non-use, applying the decision model at a 

later stage in time could give a different outcome to politicians on going ahead with an 

EGTC establishment anyway.

Although there is no need to consider the EGTC as a replacement to other 

cooperation structures but rather serves as a new alternative to them, the EGTC can be 

argued to have some distinct advantages that give it an exclusive leap ahead on other 

instruments now and in the future and therefore it cannot be fully denied that the EGTC 

will not make other structures to become obsolete and redundant. The instrument is still 

too young to audit its full effect especially in terms of its political strength. After several 

years of existence the EGTC is only limitedly exploited in Europe but with the EGTC 

cross-border cooperation in the EU seems to be making a substantial development and it 

could well become to be the most rational choice in organising cases of cross-border 

cooperation in future. In case the upcoming revision of the Regulation improves the legal 

quality of the instrument, EU integration proceeds and cross-border cooperation in Europe 

generally keeps developing, or the political relevance of the EGTC in the EU system will 

grow, then in future the sum of legal, institutional and political arguments will easier 

become positive and will result in more rational choices on the use of the instrument.
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